Solo Safety Steward pre-licensing pop quiz

1) As a Solo Safety Steward, your primary responsibility is to insure the safety of:
   
   a) Spectators
   b) Workers
   c) Drivers
   d) All of the above

2) As a Solo Safety Steward, you are responsible to:
   
   a) Your Regional Executive
   b) Your Divisional Solo Safety Steward
   c) The Solo Safety Committee
   d) SCCA Headquarters

3) Who is the most powerful person at an SCCA-sanctioned Solo event?
   
   a) The Event Chairman
   b) The Regional Executive
   c) The Solo Safety Steward
   d) None of the above

4) Can a Solo Solo Safety Steward also be a competitor?
   
   a) Yes. Everybody who comes to an event can compete.
   b) No. The Solo Safety Steward must serve in that capacity all day.
   c) Yes. But only if another equally-licensed Solo Safety Steward is there to fill in while the other Solo Safety Steward is competing.
   d) It depends on how many people show up for the event.
5) What is the maximum speed allowed on a Solo course?

   a) 70 mph for the fastest car on the fastest part of the course.
   b) Low-to-mid 60s for the fastest Stock and Street Prepared cars.
   c) Depends on the site.
   d) Whatever the course designer deems appropriate.

6) On any Solo course, what is the minimum course width at any point on the course?

   a) 12 feet
   b) 15 feet
   c) 20 feet
   d) depends on the course site

7) On any Solo course, what is the minimum distance between the course boundary and unprotected spectators?

   a) 25 feet
   b) 50 feet
   c) 75 feet
   d) Depends on the course site

8) On any Solo course, what is the minimum distance between slalom cones or between offset gates that could be construed as a slalom?

   a) 45 feet
   b) 50 feet
   c) 55 feet
   d) 60 feet

9) On any Solo course, what is the minimum distance between the outside boundary of the course and any solid object or the edge of the course surface?

   a) 10 feet
   b) 25 feet
   c) 50 feet
   d) Depends on the site.
10) If these minimum distances are met a course is, technically, safe.
   
   a) True
   b) False

11) If you, as a licensed Solo Safety Steward, attend an event at which you are not serving in that capacity you have no responsibility that day except to run your car and enjoy yourself
   
   a) True
   b) False

12) In the event that an “incident" occurs during or at a Solo competition event, who has the responsibility for filing an "incident report?"
   
   a) The Event Chairman
   b) The Regional Executive
   c) The designated Solo Safety Steward for that event
   d) The person who was involved in the "incident"

13) At an SCCA-sanctioned Solo competition event, who is responsible for making sure that everybody present has signed the insurance waiver?
   
   a) The designated Solo Safety Steward
   b) The event chairman
   c) The Regional Executive
   d) Everybody present at the event.

14) Everything you need to know about being a Solo Safety Steward is contained in the Solo Rulebook.
   
   a) True
   b) False

15) After taking this pop-quiz, I still want to become an SCCA Solo Safety Steward.
   
   a) Yes
   b) No